MEMORANDUM

To: Civil Justice Task Force Members
From: Amy Kjose, Civil Justice Task Force Director
Date: October 25, 2012
Re: 35 DAY MAILING – State and Nation Policy Summit: Civil Justice Task Force

The American Legislative Exchange Council will host its State and Nation Policy Summit from November 28 to November 30 at the Grand Hyatt in Washington, D.C. If you have not registered for the conference, you may do so [here](http://www.alec.org).

**About This 35-Day Mailing**

This is an electronic-only 35-Day Mailing. In addition to receiving the 35-Day Mailing via e-mail, you may also access it on the Civil Justice Task Force’s web page at [http://www.alec.org](http://www.alec.org). Keep in mind that you will need your ALEC username and password to access the 35-Day Mailing online. If you don’t have an ALEC log-in, or if you’d like to change your username and password, contact John Eick at 202.742.8505 or by email at jeick@alec.org. Conversely, if you choose to receive 35-Day Mailings “snail-mailed” to you, please let me know. We will assume that you prefer the 35-Day Mailing e-mailed to you unless you indicate otherwise.

**Meetings Civil Justice Task Force Members Should Attend:**
- Civil Justice Task Force Meeting, 2:00pm-5:00pm, Friday, November 30
- Workers’ Compensation Subcommittee Meeting, 10:00am-11:15am, Wednesday, November 28

**Please find the following materials enclosed:**
- SNPS Tentative Agenda, Registration Materials, and Reimbursement Policy
- Working Agenda for the Civil Justice Task Force Meeting
- Working Agenda for the Workers’ Compensation Subcommittee Meeting
- ALEC Mission Statement & Task Force Operating Procedures
- Model Legislation and Accompanying Discussion Pieces:
  - Fair Share Act
  - Rational Use of a Product Act

**Travel and Accommodations:** The conference hotel for SNPS is the Grand Hyatt located at 1000 H. Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001

**For State Legislators:** Civil Justice Task Force public sector members should contact their State Chairs to inquire about scholarship money to attend the conference. See the attached reimbursement policy for procedures.

I look forward to seeing you in Washington. If you have any questions or comments regarding the meeting, please contact me at (202) 742-8510 or by e-mail at [akjose@alec.org](mailto:akjose@alec.org)
2012 ALEC STATES & NATION POLICY SUMMIT
November 28 – 30, 2012
Grand Hyatt Washington
1000 H Street, NW ● Washington, D.C. 20001

ATTENDEE REGISTRATION / HOUSING FORM
Early registration deadline: November 8, 2012
Housing cut-off date: November 8, 2012

### Attendeee Information
- **Prefix (required)**
  - [ ] Sen
  - [ ] Rep
  - [ ] Del
  - [ ] Mr
  - [ ] Mrs
  - [ ] Ms
  - [ ] Other
  - [ ] Other

- **Last Name**
- **First Name**
- **Middle Initial**
- **Badge Nickname**

- **Title**

- **Organization (required)**

- **Primary Address**
  - [ ] Business
  - [ ] Home

- **City**
- **State/Province**
- **Country**
- **ZIP/Postal code**

- **Daytime phone**
- **Fax**
- **Alternate phone**

- **Email**
  - (confirmation will be sent by email)

- **Emergency Contact**
  - **Name**
  - **Day Phone**
  - [ ] * Evening Phone

- **Dietary Restrictions**
  - [ ] This is my first time attending an ALEC event.
  - [ ] Spouse / Guest/Kids’ Congress: If registering a spouse or guest, please complete the spouse/guest registration form.

### Registration Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EARLY ** until Nov 8</th>
<th>ON-SITE ** begin Nov 9</th>
<th>DAILY **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ ALEC Legislative Member</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Legislator / Non-Member</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>$575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Newly Elected Legislator (2012 Election Cycle)</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ ALEC Private Sector Member</td>
<td>$725</td>
<td>$825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Private Sector / Non-Member</td>
<td>$925</td>
<td>$1,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ ALEC Non-Profit Member (501(c)(3) status required)</td>
<td>$525</td>
<td>$625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Non-Profit Member (501(c)(3) status required)</td>
<td>$875</td>
<td>$975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Legislative Staff / Government</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ ALEC Alumni</td>
<td>$425</td>
<td>$525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ ALEC Legacy Member</td>
<td>$90</td>
<td>$190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Registration forms with enclosed payments must be received by November 8, 2012 to be eligible for early bird registration rates. Forms and/or payments received after November 8, 2012 will be subject to the on-site registration rate.

### Registration Confirmation Information
Online registrants will receive immediate email confirmation. If registering by form, confirmation will be emailed, faxed, or mailed within 72 hours of receipt of payment.

### Registration Cancellation / Refund Information
Registrations cancelled prior to 5pm Eastern November 8, 2012 are subject to a $100 cancellation fee. Registrations are non-refundable after 5pm Eastern November 8, 2012.

### Housing Reservation Cutoff for ALEC Discounted Rate is November 8, 2012

- **Grand Hyatt Washington**

  - **Arrival Date**
  - **Departure Date**

  - **Sharing with:** (Maximum 4 guests per room)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Type</th>
<th>Special requests</th>
<th>ADA room required</th>
<th>ADA room preferred</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Single</td>
<td>$289</td>
<td>[ ] Audio</td>
<td>[ ] Visual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Double</td>
<td>$289</td>
<td>[ ] Rollaway / crib</td>
<td>[ ] Other:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Triple</td>
<td>$314</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] Quad</td>
<td>$314</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Cutoff for reservations at the ALEC rate is November 8, 2012. After November 8, 2012, every effort will be made to accommodate new reservations, based on availability and rate.

### Housing Confirmation Information
Online reservations will receive immediate email confirmation. Reservations received by form will be confirmed via email, fax, or mail within 72 hours of receipt.

### Housing Cancellation / Refund Information
Credit cards will be charged one night room tax in the event of a no show or if cancellation occurs within 72 hours prior to arrival. Please obtain a cancellation number when your reservation is cancelled.

---

**REGISTRATION FEES:** $ [ ]

**Credit Card Information/Reservation Guarantee**
Credit Card information is required at time of reservation to guarantee the reservation. Card must be valid through December 2012.

- [ ] Use the same credit card information as above.
  - [ ] Amer Express
  - [ ] Visa
  - [ ] MasterCard
  - [ ] Discover

- **Expiration Date (mm/yy)**
- **Security Code**
- **Signature**

---

**Common Cause and Democracy**
The Center for Media and Democracy
2012 ALEC STATES & NATION POLICY SUMMIT
November 28 – 30, 2012
Grand Hyatt Washington
1000 H Street, NW • Washington, D.C. 20001

SPOUSE/GUEST REGISTRATION FORM

[Online]
www.alec.org
Fax (credit cards only)
202.331.1344
Phone / Questions • Mon-Fri, 9am-5:00 pm Eastern
202.742.8538

ATTENDEE INFORMATION IS REQUIRED TO REGISTER A SPOUSE OR GUEST

Last Name ________________________________ First Name ________________________
Organization _____________________________________________________________________________
Daytime phone __________________________________________________________________________
Email (Confirmation will be sent by email) ___________________________________________________

SPOUSE / GUEST REGISTRATION GUIDELINES
1. Spouse / guest registration is meant to accommodate legal spouse and immediate family members.
2. Attendees from the same organization must register independently. No exception will be made.
3. Spouse / guest designation will be clearly visible on name badge.

Last Name __________________________ First Name ________________________ Middle Initial _____ Badge Nickname ______________________
Last Name __________________________ First Name ________________________ Middle Initial _____ Badge Nickname ______________________
Last Name __________________________ First Name ________________________ Middle Initial _____ Badge Nickname ______________________

SPOUSE / GUEST REGISTRATION FEES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Spouse/Guest(s)</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Spouse / Guest please note name(s) above</td>
<td>$ 150</td>
<td>$ ________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METHOD OF SPOUSE / GUEST REGISTRATION PAYMENT

Credit Card: Credit cards will be charged immediately. Please fax to the above number for processing.

□ Amer Express
Card #: ____________________________________________
Exp Date (mm/yy) ______ / _____
Signature __________________________

REGISTRATION CONFIRMATION INFORMATION
Online registrants will receive immediate email confirmation. If registering by form, confirmation will be emailed within 72 hours of receipt of payment.

REGISTRATION CANCELLATION / REFUND INFORMATION
Registrations cancelled prior to 5pm Eastern November 8, 2012 are subject to a $100 cancellation fee. Registrations are non-refundable after 5pm Eastern November 8, 2012.
**Agenda**

**Tuesday, November 27th**

Joint Board of Directors Meetings 7:30 am – 5:00 pm
Registration 12:00 pm – 5:00 pm
ALEC Joint Board Reception and Dinner 6:00 pm – 9:30 pm

**Wednesday, November 28th**

Registration 7:30 am – 5:00 pm
Task Force Subcommittee Meetings 8:00 am – 11:45 am
Exhibits 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
State Chairs Meeting 9:00 am – 11:00 am
New Legislator Orientation 10:15 am – 11:15 am
Opening Plenary Luncheon 11:30 am – 1:15 pm
Task Force Chairs Meeting 1:30 pm – 2:45 pm
Workshops 1:30 pm – 4:15 pm
Hospitality Suite 9:00 pm – 11:00 pm

**Thursday, November 29th**

Registration 7:30 am – 5:00 pm
Plenary Breakfast 8:00 am – 9:15 am
Exhibits 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Workshops 9:30 am – 12:15 pm
Plenary Luncheon 12:30 pm – 2:15 pm
Task Force Meetings

- Energy, Environment, and Agriculture Task Force
- Health and Human Services Task Force
- International Relations Task Force
- Tax and Fiscal Policy Task Force

National Chairman’s Reception, *by Invitation Only*

Gala Holiday Reception

Hospitality Suite

**Friday, November 30th**

Registration

Plenary Breakfast

Workshops

Plenary Luncheon

Task Force Meetings

- Civil Justice Task Force
- Communications and Technology Task Force
- Commerce, Insurance, and Economic Development Task Force
- Education Task Force
**Civil Justice Task Force Meeting**

States and Nation Policy Summit | Grand Hyatt | Washington, D.C.  
November 30, 2012 | 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2:00 p.m. | Welcome and Introductions  
*Senator William J. Seitz, III (OH), Civil Justice Task Force Co-Chair  
Victor Schwartz, Shook, Hardy & Bacon; Civil Justice Task Force Co-Chair* |
| 2:15 p.m. | Task Force Update  
*Amy Kjose, ALEC* |
| 2:20 p.m. | Civil Justice State Legislative Reform Update  
*Matt Fullenbaum, American Tort Reform Association (ATRA)* |
| 2:30 p.m. | DISCUSSION AND VOTE: Fair Share Act  
*Cary Silverman, Shook, Hardy & Bacon, LLP* |
| 2:50 p.m. | DISCUSSION AND VOTE: Rational Use of a Product Act  
*Mike Seney, Oklahoma 21st Century  
Cary Silverman, Shook, Hardy & Bacon, LLP* |
| 3:10 p.m. | PRESENTATION: Exploring the Role of a State Attorney General  
Additional speaker: TBA* |
| 3:40 p.m. | DISCUSSION AND VOTE: Model Legislation Review |
| 4:55 p.m. | For the Good of the Order |
| 5:00 p.m. | Adjournment |
Workers’ Compensation Subcommittee
Civil Justice Task Force
States & Nation Policy Summit | Grand Hyatt | Washington, D.C.
November 28, 2012 | 10:15 a.m.-11:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m. Call to Order, Welcome, and Introductions

10:20 a.m. Presentations: Exploring the Development of ALEC Principles on Workers Compensation Reform
Bruce Wood, American Insurance Association
Mike Seney, Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce
Rep. Paul DeMarco, Alabama Legislature

11:15 a.m. Adjournment
Fair Share Act

The model Fair Share Act builds upon and replaces ALEC's Joint and Several Liability Abolition Act, which was approved in 1995. It retains the central feature of the earlier model act: each defendant is liable only for damages in direct proportion to that defendant's responsibility. It also continues to provide juries with the opportunity to consider the full picture of the events surrounding an injury when allocating responsibility, including the responsibility of settling parties and those who were not named as defendants. The updated model act incorporates helpful features of state laws enacted in recent years.

Joint and Several Liability

The rule of joint liability, commonly called joint and several liability, provides that when two or more persons engage in conduct that might subject them to individual liability and their conduct produces a single, indivisible injury, each defendant may be held liable for a plaintiff's entire compensatory damages award. Thus, a jury's finding that a particular defendant may have been only 1% at fault is overridden and that defendant may be forced to pay 100% of the award if other responsible defendants are insolvent or unable to pay their "fair share."

Joint liability has its origin in a time in which the doctrine of contributory negligence barred a plaintiff that was even partially at fault for his or her own injury from any recovery. When this rule was in place, it was felt that it was fairer for the culpable defendant to bear the loss than to leave the blameless plaintiff without a full recovery. With the widespread adoption of comparative fault, the principal justification for requiring one defendant to bear another individual or entity's share of fault was lost.¹ In the vast majority of jurisdictions, a plaintiff who is partially to blame for his or her own injury is not barred from recovery but will have his or her recovery reduced in proportion to that individual's share of responsibility for the harm. In this legal environment, in which liability is closely linked with fault, courts and scholars have criticized continued application of joint liability.²

The Vast Majority of States Have Moved Away from Joint Liability

"Over the past two decades, the shortcomings of joint liability rules have become increasingly apparent: A defendant only minimally at fault bears a disproportionate and unfair burden."³ Joint liability blunts incentives for safety, because it allows negligent actors to under-insure and puts full responsibility on those who may have been only marginally at fault. In addition, joint liability encourages plaintiffs' attorneys to engage in "shotgun pleading" because they know that if they join enough "deep pockets," they are likely to be able to convince the jury to assign at least one percent responsibility to one of them, assuring that at least one party will be available to pay the entirety of a potentially large award.

Recognizing the need for reform, forty-one states have abolished or limited the application of joint liability through legislation or court decision. These reforms show a
clear movement toward equating liability with fault. Significantly, no state that has repealed or modified its joint liability law has ever gone back and amended the law to restore joint liability.

- Only eight states and the District of Columbia retain full joint liability.\(^4\) Half of those states, however, retain contributory negligence as a complete bar to recovery. Several other states have generally adopted several liability, but provide broad exceptions in which joint liability continues to apply.\(^5\)

- Nineteen states have abolished joint liability, replacing it with several ("fair share") liability, or sharply limited the application of joint liability to narrow situations.\(^6\)

- Seventeen states have abolished joint liability for defendants whose degree of fault falls below a specified threshold (e.g., no joint liability for defendants found to be less than fifty percent at fault), retaining joint liability only for defendants with a major share of the fault for the plaintiff's harm.\(^7\)

- Washington State applies joint liability only when the plaintiff bears no degree of fault and other limited situations.

- Seven states have limited joint liability for noneconomic damages, such as pain and suffering, while retaining joint liability for certain economic losses, such as medical expenses or lost wages.\(^8\)

- A few states combine some of these approaches.

Oklahoma and Pennsylvania are the most recent states to enact joint liability reform. The Oklahoma experience shows that states can successfully take a step-by-step approach to reducing joint liability. In 2004, Oklahoma moved from full joint liability to a 50% threshold approach, but continued to apply joint liability when it is found that the defendants acted willfully or recklessly, or where the plaintiff had no comparative negligence. Five years later, the Oklahoma legislature eliminated these exceptions, but otherwise retained the 50% threshold approach. Most recently, in 2011, Oklahoma abolished joint liability except where the state brings the lawsuit.\(^9\)

Pennsylvania moved toward several liability on June 28, 2011, when Governor Tom Corbett signed the Fair Share Act into law. The Pennsylvania law is similar to Oklahoma's first step in joint liability reform. Pennsylvania's Fair Share Act eliminates joint liability except where a defendant is responsible for 60% or greater of the total fault apportioned to all parties and in several other limited situations.\(^10\)

Other states that have reformed their joint and several liability laws over the past decade include Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi, which abolished joint liability, Missouri and South Carolina, which limited joint liability to defendants who are found at least 50% responsible for the injury, Ohio, which adopted both a 50% threshold and limited joint liability to economic damages, and Texas, which clarified its procedures for allocation of fault to nonparties. In addition, West Virginia placed modest limitations on joint liability.\(^11\)
Consideration of All Parties

The area of greatest deviation, ambiguity, and confusion in the states is with respect to a jury’s ability to allocate fault to individuals or entities that are not present at trial, but whose conduct may have contributed to the plaintiff’s injury. This issue arises in states that have otherwise abolished joint liability, modified joint liability to apply only to those whose responsibility for the injury reaches a certain threshold percentage, or enacted other limitations on joint liability.

There are many reasons why a person or company may not be named as a defendant in litigation, even if it contributed to the plaintiff’s injury. A company that shares responsibility for the injury may have gone out of business or may be insolvent. An individual who clearly is largely at fault for the harm may be “judgment proof,” meaning he or she has little or no assets to pay damages. Some people or entities are immune from litigation. For example, states have sovereign immunity, employers liability for on-the-job injuries is generally limited to workers’ compensation, and, in some states, charitable organizations have limited liability. A plaintiff may also choose not to sue an individual or entity because it is beyond the jurisdiction of the court or not subject to service of process, such as a foreign company that does little business in the United States. In addition, it is common for plaintiffs to settle with those who have little financial resources, even if those parties bear most of the responsibility for the injury, to focus their litigation on “deep pockets” that had a lesser role in the harm.

If a jury is only allowed to consider the responsibility of parties that are before the court, the effect is to shift liability on the named defendants for the actions of others. Such a result is contrary to the purpose of several liability and, effectively, retains a form of joint liability. As the authoritative Prosser treatise, recognizes, “[T]he failure to consider the negligence of all tortfeasors, whether parties or not, prejudices the joint defendants who are thus required to bear a greater proportion of the plaintiff’s loss than is attributable to their fault.”

Nevertheless, this issue is subject to a great deal of litigation because some state laws have referred to allocation of fault to “parties” or “defendants.” Some courts have narrowly interpret these terms to limit allocation of fault to those who are named as defendants in the litigation. Some states, such as Illinois, do not even allow the jury to consider the responsibility of settling parties. In other states, judges interpret state law as permitting juries to allocate fault to nonparties. Several states have adopted statutes that explicitly permit the jury to allocate fault to nonparties. Some of these states provide a specific procedure for a defendant to provide notice to the plaintiff of its intention to allocate fault to a nonparty while others do not provide such detail. Finally, in some states, the law on allocation of fault to nonparties may be unclear. The model act makes clear that juries may allocate fault to any person or entity that shared responsibility for the injury, regardless of whether it is named as a defendant.

Section-by-Section Analysis
Section 1 abolishes joint liability and adopts several liability, under which a defendant is liable only for its share of responsibility for the plaintiff’s injury. In allocating responsibility, jurors (or the court in a bench trial) consider the responsibility of each claimant, defendant, settling party, or nonparty designed by a defendant. A jury’s allocation of fault to a nonparty does not bind that person or entity to pay damages and may not be used in any subsequent legal proceeding. The jury allocates responsibility to nonparties only as a way of accurately determining the defendant’s liability.

Notes: In adopting several liability, this provision retains the policy of the ALEC’s 1995 Joint and Several Liability Abolition Act. Some states have gradually amended their joint and several liability laws to move from full joint liability, to a threshold approach, to several liability, and reduced exceptions under which joint liability applies along the way. Under any approach, it is essential that legislation explicitly recognize that juries may allocate fault to nonparties regardless of whether the person or entity was or could have been named as a party to the action. Without such a provision, courts may interpret the law to shift liability onto named defendants for the responsibility of those who are not in court.

Section 2 provides a specific procedure for designation of nonparties to which the jury may allocate responsibility. The model act suggests that state’s require a defendant to provide a plaintiff with 60 days notice prior to the date of trial of the identity of the nonparty to be considered unless the court finds good cause warranting a later designation. A person or entity may be designated as a responsible nonparty regardless of whether the person was or could have been named as a party to the action and irrespective of whether the nonparty is insolvent, immune, or not subject to service of process in the jurisdiction. After discovery, a plaintiff may challenge the designation of a nonparty on the ground that there is no evidence that the designated person is responsible for any portion of the claimant’s alleged injury or damage. At that point, the defendant must produce evidence showing a question of fact for the jury as to the nonparty’s responsibility.

Notes: States that require defendants to designate nonparties for allocation of fault vary on how and when such notice is to be given to the plaintiff. 18 The model act recommends providing notice of an intent to allocate fault to a nonparty by filing a motion no later than 60 days prior to the date of trial or the close of discovery, whichever is closer to trial, to provide fairness to plaintiffs. Those considering developing procedures based on Section 2 should consider that in one state, Arkansas, the state supreme court has found that requiring the filing of a pleading by a certain date violates the separation of powers by intruding on court rules. 19 If court decisions in your state raise such a concern, then an alternative is the Arizona approach, which requires only that the defendant provide notice before trial in accordance with requirements established by court rule. 20

Section 3 recognizes that adoption of several liability and recognition that fault may be allocated to nonparties does not impact three areas: (1) concert of action claims; (2) vicarious liability; (3) a defendant’s rights to contribution or indemnity, or procedural rules for filing of cross-claims or counterclaims.
Notes: Joint liability continues to apply to “concert of action” claims, where it is alleged that a person or entity consciously and deliberately pursued a common plan or design to commit an intentional tort and actively take part in that intentional tort. Some form of this exception is contained in most several liability laws. Elimination of joint liability should not be misconstrued to alter a separate area of the law, vicarious liability. Vicarious liability arises only when there is a special relationship, recognized by law, that imposes liability for one party’s acts upon another. For example, an employer is generally vicariously liable for the acts of employees acting within the scope of their job responsibilities. Finally, the allocation of fault provisions of the model act are not intended to affect the assertion by a defendant of rights to contribution or indemnity. Nothing in this section affects the filing of cross-claims or counterclaims.

1 See Victor E. Schwartz, Comparative Negligence § 1.05[e][3], at 29 (5th ed. 2010).
2 Dix & Associates Pipeline Contractors, Inc. v. Key, 799 S.W.2d 24, 27 (Ky. 1999); McIntyre v. Balentine, 833 S.W.2d 52, 58 (Tenn. 1992); see also Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment of Liability § 10 cmnt. a (2000) (stating “it is difficult to make a compelling argument” for full joint liability).
3 Steven B. Hantler et al., Is the “Crisis” in the Civil Justice System Real or Imagined?, 38 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 1121, 1147 (2005).
4 Jurisdictions retaining full joint liability include Alabama, Delaware, District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts (limited to proportionate share of common liability), North Carolina, Rhode Island, and Virginia.
5 Connecticut, Hawaii, Nevada, New Mexico, Washington, and West Virginia are examples of states with statutes that include broad exceptions in which joint liability continues to apply.
6 States that have largely replaced joint liability with several liability include Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming.
7 States that have adopted the “threshold approach” include Illinois (25%), Iowa (50%), Minnesota (50%), Missouri (51%), Montana (50%), Nevada (less than plaintiff’s fault), New Hampshire (50%), New Jersey (60%), New York (50%), Ohio (50%), Oregon (equal or less than plaintiff or 25%), Pennsylvania (60%), South Carolina (50%), South Dakota (50%), Texas (50%), West Virginia (30%), and Wisconsin (51%).
8 States that have limited joint liability for noneconomic damages, but retained joint liability in some circumstances for economic damages, include California, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, New York, and Ohio.
10 42 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 7102. The Pennsylvania law also continues to apply joint liability where there is an intentional misrepresentation, an intentional tort, for certain environmental claims, and where there is a violation of the state’s dram shop law.
11 The West Virginia law eliminates joint liability for defendants 30% or less at fault. If a claimant has not been paid after six months of the judgment, however, defendants 10% or more responsible are subject to reallocation of uncollected amount. Defendants less than 10% at fault or whose fault is equal to or less than the claimant’s percentage of fault are not subject to reallocation. W. Va. Code Ann. § 55-7-23.

See Ready v. United/Goedecke Services, Inc., 905 N.E.2d 725 (Ill. 2008).


See, e.g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 12-1506(B) (requiring notice before trial in accordance with requirements established by court rule); Colo. Rev. Stat. § 13-21-111.5(3)(b) (requiring notice within 90 days of commencement of an action unless the court determines a longer period is necessary); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 768.81(3) (requiring a defendant to affirmatively plead the fault of a nonparty either by motion or in the initial responsive pleading when defenses are first presented, subject to amendment any time before trial in accordance with state rules of civil procedure); Ga. Code Ann. § 51-12-33 (requiring notice by filing a pleading within 120 days prior to the date of trial); Ind. Code Ann. § 34-51-2-16 (requiring defendant to raise nonparty fault as an affirmative defense in the first answer or not later than 45 days before the expiration of the statute of limitations subject to alteration of the time limit by the court); Mont. Code Ann. § 27-1-705(6) (requiring defendant to affirmatively plead comparative fault and identify in the answer or within a reasonable amount of time after filing the answer, each person who the defendant alleges is at fault); Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code Ann. § 33.004(a) (requiring defendant to file a motion within 60 days of the trial date unless the court finds good cause for the motion to be filed at a later date); Utah Code Ann. § 78-27-41(4) (requiring a defendant to file a description of the factual and legal basis on which fault can be allocated and information identifying the non-party no later than 90 days before trial).


Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 12-2506. Legislators may also consider the approach of states such as Louisiana, New Mexico, and North Dakota, which have adopted laws that explicitly provide for allocation of fault to nonparties but do not provide a specific procedure for doing so. This approach, however, may also raise the potential for a constitutional challenge as the Montana Supreme Court, in invalidated a law authorizing allocation of fault to nonparties, found that it lacked “any kind of procedural safeguard” when compared to such statutes in other states and “imposed a burden upon plaintiffs to anticipate defendants’ attempts to apportion blame to a nonparty” up to the time of submission of the verdict form to the jury.” Newville v. Department of Family Servs., 883 P.2d 793, 802 (Mont. 1994).
Fair Share Act

Summary

ALEC’s model Fair Share Act provides that each defendant is liable only for damages in direct proportion to that defendant's responsibility. The model act also ensures that juries have an opportunity to consider the full picture of the events surrounding an injury when allocating responsibility, including the contribution of settling parties and those who were not named as defendants to the alleged harm. Defendants are required to provide plaintiffs with adequate notice of their intent to designate one or more nonparties as wholly or partially responsible for damages. Defendants must present sufficient evidence to support such assertions. Joint liability applies to those who consciously and deliberately pursue a common plan or design to commit an intentional tort or who are subject to vicarious liability under existing law.

Model Legislation

{Title, enacting clause, etc.}

Fair Share Act; abolishing joint and several liability and providing for allocation of responsibility.

Section 1. {Several liability.}

(A) In any civil action based on any legal theory seeking damages for personal injury, property damage, wrongful death, or other harm for which damages are allowed, the liability of each defendant shall be several only and shall not be joint. Each defendant shall be liable only for the amount of damages allocated to that defendant in direct proportion to that defendant’s percentage of responsibility for the claimant’s harm, and a separate judgment shall be rendered against the defendant for that amount.

(B) The trier of fact shall consider the responsibility of all persons or entities that contributed to a claimant’s harm, including: (1) each claimant; (2) each defendant; (3) each settling person or entity; and (4) each responsible nonparty, designated under Section 2 of this Act., regardless of whether the person or entity was or could have been named as a party to the action and irrespective of whether the nonparty is insolvent, immune, or not subject to service of process in the jurisdiction.

(C) Assessments of responsibility regarding nonparties shall be used only to determine the liability of named parties. Such assessments shall not subject any nonparty to liability and may not be introduced as evidence of liability in any action.
Section 2. {Designation of Responsible Nonparties.}

(A) A defendant may file a notice to designate a person or entity as a responsible nonparty not later than 60 days prior to the date of trial or the close of discovery, whichever is closer to trial, unless the court finds good cause to allow the defendant to file the notice at a later date.

(B) After adequate time for discovery, a party may move to strike the designation of a responsible nonparty on the ground that there is no evidence that the designated person is responsible for any portion of the claimant's alleged injury or damage. The court shall grant the motion to strike unless a defendant produces sufficient evidence to raise a genuine issue of fact regarding the designated person's responsibility for the claimant's injury or damage.

Section 3. {Limitations.}

(A) Notwithstanding this Act, joint and several liability shall apply to any person or entity that consciously and deliberately pursues a common plan or design to commit an intentional tort and actively take part in that intentional tort. Any person or entity held jointly liable for acting in concert shall have a right of contribution against co-defendants.

(B) Nothing in this Act abrogates or affects the doctrine of respondeat superior or vicarious liability to the extent recognized by existing law.

(C) Nothing in this Act affects the third-party practice as recognized in the rules and statutes of this state with regard to the assertion by a defendant of rights to contribution or indemnity. Nothing in this section affects the filing of cross-claims or counterclaims.

Section 4. {Severability clause.}

Section 5. {Repealer clause.}

Section 6. {Effective date.}
Summary

The ALEC model Rational Use of a Product Act clarifies the law as to when a manufacturer or other seller is subject to liability for injuries stemming from misuse of its products: the alleged injury must result from the reasonable, foreseeable misuse of the product. The model act accomplishes this goal in two ways. First, the model act assures that the reasonableness of the consumer’s conduct in misusing the product is taken into account. The mere fact that a misuse might, in some way, be “foreseeable” is insufficient for imposing liability when the misuse was unreasonable.

Second, the model act clarifies how courts should apply the misuse doctrine. It states that misuse is an affirmative defense to a product liability claim when a consumer puts a product to an objectively unreasonable use. But when an individual uses a product in an unintended but reasonable way, the misuse becomes a factor for the trier of fact to consider in assessing comparative fault. In such an instance, the court shall reduce damages to the extent the alleged injury resulted from the misuse.

Model Legislation

{Title, enacting clause, etc.}

Section 1. {Title.}

This Act shall be known and may be cited as the Rational Use of a Product Act.

Section 2. {Misuse of a Product}

(A) Affirmative defense.

A seller is not liable in a civil action for harm caused by unreasonable misuse of its product.

(B) Comparative Fault.

If a defendant does not qualify for an affirmative defense under subsection (A), the claimant's damages shall be reduced to the extent any reasonable misuse contributed to the injury. The trier of fact may determine that the harm was caused solely as a result of such misuse.

(C) Definitions.

(1) “Misuse” means use of a product for a purpose or manner different from the purpose or manner for which the product was manufactured. Misuse includes, but is not limited to, uses: (a) unintended by the seller; (b) inconsistent with a
specification or standard applicable to the product; (c) contrary to an instruction or warning provided by the seller or other person possessing knowledge or training regarding the use or maintenance of the product; or (d) determined to be improper by a federal or state agency.

(2) “Seller” means the manufacturer, wholesaler, distributor, or retailer of the relevant product.

(3) “Unreasonable misuse” means (a) a reasonably prudent person would not have used the product in the same or similar manner or circumstances; or (b) the product was used for a purpose or in a manner that was not reasonably foreseeable by the seller against whom liability is asserted. For purposes of subsection (3)(a), the reasonableness of the conduct of a person who is a member of an occupation or profession with special training or experience in the use of a product shall be determined based on a reasonably prudent member of that occupation or profession in the same or similar manner or circumstances.

Section 3. {Misuse in Product Liability Action.}

(A) Design defect. A misused product may be considered defective in design when the reasonably foreseeable risks of harm related to a reasonable misuse of the product could have been significantly reduced or avoided by the adoption of an alternative design that (a) would not have resulted in an unreasonable increase in the cost of designing and manufacturing the product for its intended use; (b) would not have reduced the efficiency, utility, or safety of the product for its intended use; and (c) was available at the time of manufacture.

(B) Warning defect. A misused product may be considered defective because of inadequate instructions or warnings when the reasonably foreseeable risks of harm posed by a reasonable misuse of the product could have been significantly reduced or avoided by providing additional instructions or warnings regarding the dangers of the misuse at issue. A product is not defective if additional instructions or warnings related to such misuses would have detracted from instructions or warnings intended to prevent more serious or likely hazards.

Section 4. {Severability clause.}

Section 5. {Repealer clause.}

Section 6. {Effective date.}
RATIONAL USE OF A PRODUCT ACT

In many states, a manufacturer has a duty to both design a product to avoid, and warn against, risks of injury from reasonably foreseeable misuses of their products. The problem with this approach is that almost any kind of product misuse can be “foreseeable,” especially in hindsight – e.g., that someone will use a book as a stepstool, a shovel as a doorstop, or a steak knife as a toothpick.

A rule imposing liability on a manufacturer for misuses of its products regardless of how unreasonable, inconceivable or absurd does not create the right incentives. It undermines the goals of effective warnings and cost-effective design improvements. It leads to a proliferation of wacky warnings, higher prices, and less choice. It also wrongfully rewards irresponsible people for engaging in risky, dangerous activities. Further, it holds manufacturers and other sellers to standards they cannot meet, and, in some cases, can result in putting them out of business.

It is not feasible or helpful for manufacturers to design products to withstand any conceivably foreseeable misuse. American automobile makers need not design a car that floats, just because it is foreseeable that someone may drive a car through a stream. Similarly, they need not build a pickup truck like a bulldozer because it is foreseeable that someone will use the vehicle to push a boulder. Such unnecessary features drive up costs that are passed on to consumers, penalizing the average person for the irresponsible behavior of a few individuals. Product liability law is not intended to turn manufacturers into absolute insurers of their products or require them to supply merchandise that is accident or fool proof.

The awarding of such liability over the past few decades has led manufacturers to warn of hazards from absurd misuses of products. These warnings trivialize and undermine cautions concerning legitimate dangers about which the user might not otherwise be aware. “Bombarding” consumers with warnings about every conceivable risk, no matter how remote, causes consumers “to give up on warnings altogether” and, ultimately, will lead to more accidents.

The ALEC model Rational Use of a Product Act clarifies the law to assure that the reasonableness of the consumer’s conduct in misusing the product is taken into account. The mere fact that a misuse might, in some way, be “foreseeable” is insufficient for imposing liability when the misuse was unreasonable.

The model act also clarifies how courts should apply the misuse doctrine. It states that misuse is an affirmative defense to a product liability claim when a consumer puts a product to an objectively unreasonable use. But, when an individual uses a product in an unintended but reasonable way, the misuse becomes a factor for the trier of fact to consider in assessing comparative fault. In such an instance, the court shall reduce damages to the extent the alleged injury resulted from the misuse.
Deterioration of the Misuse Defense

Product liability law, at its origin, recognized that when a manufacturer places a product on the market, it implicitly represents that the product will "safely do the jobs for which it was built." When a person is injured by a product due to a hidden risk that the manufacturer was in a better position to guard against than the consumer, the cost of the injury is placed on the manufacturer and incorporated into its prices. Consumers who use products in ways that are unintended, however, create risks that are different in degree and kind than those who properly use products, and for which manufacturers should not be considered responsible. Nevertheless, over time, some courts have compromised this basic principle.

As tort scholar Professor David Owen explains, product liability was initially limited to injuries stemming from intended uses. In the 1950s and 1960s, courts increasingly determined liability based on whether the product was put to an "abnormal use." By the 1980s and 1990s, most courts had adopted the "reasonably foreseeable use" standard that prevails today. As Professor Owen recognized, the innate vagueness of 'foreseeability' as the one definitional standard for the doctrine [of misuse]—its only limiting basis—renders the definition of misuse virtually meaningless as a device for determining the scope of liability in actual cases, because foreseeability is an illusory, confusing, and flexible notion.

Under an open, unlimited foreseeability standard, "no product use is ever forbidden." Rewarding consumers who misuse products may lead to more careless behavior and unnecessarily inflated prices.

Some courts have shown extraordinary reluctance to dismiss cases where the misuse was even remotely foreseeable and in the most absurd and bizarre situations. Here are a few actual examples:

- A Michigan appellate court found that it would be improper to "assume" that intentionally inhaling glue to get high is a misuse of the product.

- A New York appellate court reversed a rare grant of summary judgment, finding that a drug store could have foreseen that a customer would use cosmetic puffs to coat her daughter’s pajamas in white fur for a costume, which ignited when she leaned over a stove.

- The New Jersey Supreme Court found that an elevator manufacturer might have foreseen that a maintenance crew would use the top surface of an elevator to move a large conference table from floor-to-floor, though it found the jury erred when it placed all responsibility on the manufacturer when the crew accidently left the elevator set on automatic, crushing the skull of a worker riding on the top.

- Maryland’s highest court ruled that a cologne manufacturer may be liable after a teenager poured the cologne on a lit candle to scent it, igniting the
cologne and injuring her companion, because it was foreseeable that
cologne might generally come in contact with a flame.\textsuperscript{10}

- A federal appellate court, applying Virginia law, found that a manufacturer
that sold “burning alcohol” only to dentists and professional dental
laboratories, reasonably should have foreseen that inmate dental
assistants in a penal farm laboratory might drink the alcohol as a beverage
and then go blind.\textsuperscript{11}

- One federal court even found it foreseeable that an eleven-year-old boy
would amputate part of his penis while riding on top of a canister-type
vacuum cleaner because children are known to “explore and fiddle with
the device.” The vacuum had been left out in the hallway, plugged in, with
its two filters removed for cleaning, the hood open and fan exposed, when
the child, left home alone, rode it in his pajamas as if it were a toy car.\textsuperscript{12}

In each of these cases, the manufacturer was subjected to liability for these
harms. Judges often allow cases involving obviously unreasonable misuse of a product
to go to trial since jurors might still find such misuses “foreseeable” to the manufacturer.
Jurors may be understandably inclined to require a business, which it may view as a
“deep pocket,” to pay a sympathetic plaintiff who has experienced a serious injury. The
“foreseeability” standard, with its chance of recovery for injuries stemming from clear
misuses of products, encourages plaintiffs to bring meritless claims. Such lawsuits
impose unnecessary legal expenses on employers and hurt the economy.

For example, in one recent case an individual who was hit with a bottle in a bar
brawl claimed that the beer maker ought to have designed a stubby glass bottle or
sold beer only in plastic bottles to diminish the likelihood of such incidents. While an
appellate court agreed with the plaintiff that it was reasonably foreseeable that longneck
bottles might be used as weapons, the court upheld the trial court’s dismissal of the
plaintiff’s lawsuit on the ground that the risk-utility analysis used to evaluate whether a
product is defective “does not operate in a vacuum, but rather in the context of the
product’s intended use and its intended users.”\textsuperscript{13} In appropriate cases, the appellate
court found, such decisions may be made by the court as a matter of law.

Had the plaintiff provided more concrete evidence that the risk of fights involving
longneck glass bottles outweighed the utility of design, however, the court would have
required the company to prove at trial that a different type of bottle would have impaired
the product’s usefulness or raised its cost. The unquestionably unreasonable misuse of
the product would not provide a defense.
A Rational Rule for Product Use

The model act provides a rational rule for product use. In Section 2, it recognizes that a product seller is not subject to liability for harm caused by misuse of a product if the seller shows that: “(1) an ordinary reasonably prudent person . . . would not have used the product in the same or similar manner and circumstances; or (2) the product was used for a purpose or in a manner that was not reasonably foreseeable by the product seller.” As noted above, many states look solely to foreseeability in determining whether a manufacturer is subject to liability for misuse. The model act assures that an important aspect of evaluating the fairness of imposing liability for a particular misuse is whether the misuse is unreasonable such that the average, reasonable consumer would not reasonably expect the product to be designed and manufactured to withstand it.\(^{14}\) In cases involving a person with special training or experience in the use of a product, such as machinery or other equipment, the model act provides that the reasonableness of that person’s conduct is evaluated based on how a reasonably prudent member of that profession in the same or similar manner or circumstances.

This reasonable use standard is drawn from several sources. The Restatement Third, which has identified misuse as an area of confusion, invokes “reasonableness” to guide courts as to when a plaintiff’s product misuse should not be deemed foreseeable. It recognizes that “[p]roduct sellers and distributors are not required to foresee and take precautions against every conceivable mode of use and abuse to which their products might be put. Increasing the costs of designing and marketing products in order to avoid the consequences of unreasonable modes of use is not required.”\(^{15}\)

The Restatement further notes that “[t]he post sale conduct of the user may be so unreasonable, unusual, and costly to avoid that a seller has no duty to design or warn against them. When a court so concludes, the product is not defective” in its design or warnings.\(^{16}\) To illustrate this point, the Restatement notes that while it is reasonable to expect a chair to support a person standing on its seat to reach the top shelf of a bookcase, a chair is not defectively designed if it lacks the stability to support a person who balances on the chair’s back frame. In that instance, the “misuse of the product is so unreasonable that the risks it entails need not be designed against.”\(^{17}\)

The model act’s approach to considering the reasonableness of the misuse is consistent with the Model Uniform Product Liability Act (MUPLA) and the laws of several states. MUPLA provides that misuse “occurs when the product user does not act in a manner that would be expected of an ordinary reasonably prudent person who is likely to use the product in the same or similar circumstances.”\(^{18}\) Thus, MUPLA avoids use of the vague foreseeability standard entirely and focuses on reasonableness of the use.

Several states have adopted this or similar definitions. For example, Idaho follows MUPLA.\(^ {19}\) Michigan defines “misuse” to include “uses other than those for which the product would be considered suitable by a reasonably prudent person in the same or similar circumstances.”\(^ {20}\) Montana recognizes an affirmative defense where the “product was unreasonably misused by the user or consumer and the misuse caused or contributed to the injury.”\(^ {21}\) In addition, some state courts have applied the
principle that when a person’s injury results from an unreasonable use of the product, recovery may be precluded.\textsuperscript{22}

**Clarifying When Misuse is an Affirmative Defense or Element of Comparative Fault**

Another point of confusion with regard to misuse law is when misuse provides an affirmative defense to liability or is simply a factor to be considered in apportioning liability in states that provide for comparative fault.

In the 1970s and 1980s, most states abandoned contributory negligence, which provided a complete defense to liability when a plaintiff was partially responsible for his or her injury. In its place, states adopted comparative fault, which permits a jury to reduce a plaintiff’s recovery in proportion to his or her share of responsibility. Since this change in the law, there has been great uncertainty as to when misuse of a product provides a complete defense to liability and when it is merely an issue of comparative fault that may reduce recovery.\textsuperscript{23} Legal scholars have noted that whether product misuse is a complete defense to liability or merges into comparative fault “is a vexing problem which has yet to be deliberatively addressed by most courts and legislatures.”\textsuperscript{24} The model act addresses and answers this question.

The model act recognizes that a seller has an affirmative defense when a product is used in a manner that is at odds with how an ordinary reasonably prudent person would use it. In these cases, the seller has no duty to take measures to protect the user. There is also no liability when a product is used for a purpose or in a manner that was not reasonably foreseeable by the product seller, in which case the seller could not have guarded against the danger.\textsuperscript{25} In such situations, “comparative negligence should have no bearing. The defendant has violated no duty to the plaintiff.”\textsuperscript{26}

When misuse does not qualify as an affirmative defense under the criteria above, the model act recognizes in Section 2(B) that the jury may consider the extent to which misuse of the product resulted in the injury. The jury would then reduce the plaintiff’s recovery in proportion to how much misuse of the product contributed to the injury. Finally, Section 3 of the Act provides guidance for when misuse can lead to a finding of design or warning defect.
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SCHOLARSHIP POLICY BY MEETING

ALEC Spring Task Force Summit:

1. **Spring Task Force Summit Reimbursement Form**: ALEC Task Force Members are reimbursed by ALEC up to a predetermined set limit for travel expenses. Receipts must be forwarded to the ALEC Policy Coordinator and approved by the Director of Policy.
2. ALEC Task Force Members’ room & tax fees for a two-night stay are covered by ALEC.
3. **Official Alternate Task Force Members** (chosen by the State Chair and whose names are given to ALEC more than 35 days prior to the meeting to serve in place of a Task Force Member who cannot attend) are reimbursed in the same manner as Task Force Members.
4. **State Scholarship Reimbursement Form**: Any fees above the set limit, or expenses other than travel and room expenses can be submitted by Task Force Members for payment from their state scholarship account upon the approval of the State Chair. Receipts must be submitted to the State Chair, who will submit the signed form to the Director of Membership.
5. **Non-Task Force Members** can be reimbursed out of the state scholarship fund upon State Chair approval. Receipts must be submitted to the State Chair, who will submit the appropriate signed form to the Director of Membership.

ALEC Annual Meeting:

**State Scholarship Reimbursement Form**: State scholarship funds are available for reimbursement by approval of your ALEC State Chair. Expenses are reimbursed after the conference, and may cover the cost of travel, room & tax, and registration. Receipts are to be submitted to the State Chair, who will then submit the signed form to the Director of Membership.

ALEC States & Nation Policy Summit:

1. **States & Nation Policy Summit Reimbursement Form**: ALEC offers two scholarships per state to cover the cost of travel, room & tax, and registration not to exceed $1,000.00 per person for a total of $2,000.00 per state. ALEC scholarship recipients must be named by the ALEC State Chair. Expenses are submitted to the State Chair and reimbursed after the conference. The State Chair submits the signed form to the Director of Membership.
2. **State Scholarship Reimbursement Form**: Any other fees or payments must come out of the state scholarship account, with the approval of the State Chair. Receipts must be submitted to the State Chair, who submits the signed form to the Director of Membership.

ALEC Academies:

**Academy Reimbursement Form**: Attendees of ALEC Academies are reimbursed by the Task Force Committee hosting the Academy. Attendees will receive a form at the Academy, and will be reimbursed up to $500.00 for travel, and room & tax fees for a two-night stay by ALEC. Receipts must be forwarded to the appropriate Task Force Director and approved by the Director of Policy.
To: All ALEC Task Force Members

RE: Sunset Procedures

The Board of Directors has approved a set of procedures for reviewing all ALEC Model Legislation and resolutions. All model legislation must be reviewed before every 5th year after the bill has been adopted or re-reviewed by the Task Force and the ALEC Board. All model legislation under review is eligible for sunset according to the five year sunset review process. The entire process is outlined in this packet and should answer most questions. The upcoming task force meeting at the 2012 States and Nation Policy Summit in Washington DC will have a different focus than previous task force meetings. Most task forces will be reviewing dozens of past ALEC bills and resolutions.

ALEC’s Board of the Directors and staff adopted this sunset procedure to enable all ALEC bills to be reviewed and updated as needed on a reasonable basis. This process has already proved that some legislation served its purpose and is no longer needed. We believe this will result in ALEC having clear and relevant legislation and policies that legislators are proud to promote.

The following is a quick executive overview of the process:

- Staff recommends which bills should be retained, amended or sent to sunset. All recommendations are sent for review to the Task Force Executive Committee.

- The Task Force Executive Committee will review staff recommendations. Bill and resolutions approved by two thirds of the Executive Committee will be sent directly to the ALEC Board. Any bill that is amended or requested to be reviewed will be sent to the full Task Force.

- The Full Task Force will review all bills the Executive Committee recommended for review, amendment, and bills that failed to receive a two thirds majority vote.

- All Task Force recommendations regarding model bills and resolutions to be sunset or retained shall be sent to the ALEC Board of Directors.

- The ALEC Board of Directors will vote on all bills that are to either be sunset or retained.

If you have any questions about this process please either contact your Task Force Director or you may contact me directly.

Sincerely,

Michael D. Bowman
Senior Director of Policy & Strategic Initiatives
Five Year Sunset Model Legislation and Resolutions

All ALEC model bills and resolutions will have an original adoption date and five year sunset date which can be renewed by a vote of the Task Force Executive Committee or the full Task Force and the ALEC Board of Directors.

All bills or model resolutions that are four years from adoption date will have one year for the Task Force to review and vote on whether to extend another five years. The Task Force Director will transmit all four year old model bills and resolutions to the Task Force Executive Committee no later than 65 Days before the next Task Force Meeting.

In the 65 Day Notice ALEC Staff will make one of the following recommendations for each four year model bill or resolution to the Task Force Executive Committee.

- The policy should sunset
- The policy should be amended
- The policy should be retained

The Task Force Co Chairs may appoint a special committee to review the recommendations from the ALEC staff. Executive Committees are to vote 40 Days prior the next Task Force Meeting. The Executive Committees shall vote by phone, in person, or by any electronic means.

If a two-thirds majority of the Task Force Executive Committee votes to retain the model bill or resolution that action is to be reported to the full Task Force. The model bill or resolution will be directly transmitted to the Board for consideration. No Task Force vote is necessary since the model bill or resolution is existing policy and both the Task Force Executive Committee and the Board will vote to extend the sunset.

If a majority of the Task Force Executive Committee agrees to sunset, amend, or retain the model bill or resolution the model policy moves onto the full Task Force. The Task Force Executive Committee will transmit all model bills that are to expire as sunset or that are to be amended to the full Task Force. At the Co-Chairs discretion, any bill or resolution up for task force consideration may be placed on the consent slate that will go before the full Task Force.

Any member of the Task Force may make a motion to separate any model bill or resolution from the Consent calendar but must have an additional four members of the Task Force rise in support to second the motion. It would take a majority of the public and private sector bill to take any action on the model bill or resolution.

All model bills retained, amended, or sunset will go before the public sector board for approval before adoption as described in Section IX.
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